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April 25, 2015 Florida Hospital Seventh-day Adventist Church 
James 5:16  Confession—We Are All Equally Sinners  by Andy 
McDonald 
 
For those of you who are guests today or recently new to this church, 
and as a reminder to all of us, we began a journey last August, called 12 
months to grow.  The last weekend of each month we are taking a look 
at one of the 12 classical Spiritual Disciplines.  
 
So far we have investigated Meditation, Prayer, Fasting, Study, 
Simplicity, Solitude, Submission, and Service, and the idea is that there 
are four weeks between each of these for us to explore the practice of 
each discipline.  These monthly explorations are simply the opportunity 
to use that month’s discipline as way to give God access to our lives to 
transform us more and more into the image of Christ. 
 
The disciplines are never, should never be considered, never thought of 
as an end in themselves, but only a means for us to consciously practice 
the discipline, to follow the practice as a way very intentionally 
experimenting with on ramps for God to merge and influence our lives 
and transform us into what he intends. 
 
Throughout this series I’ve encouraged you to read a couple of books. 
One is for everyone in general and one is specifically for parents.  
The first is Celebration of Discipline by Richard Foster. Approach this 
book as a written coaching for your exploration of living in God’s 
presence.  And for you parents Habits of a Child’s Heart, Raising Your 
Kids with the Spiritual Disciplines, I believe is one of the best 
parenting tools for raising kids who are insulated from toxic religion 
which they will undoubtedly encounter, especially if they grow up in 
the church. 
 
I believe this 12 month series is one of the most important series I’ve 
ever preached and I hope that it has and will continue to remind each of 
us of the importance of placing ourselves before God to let him will 
and to do of his good pleasure to us and in us and through us. 
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Let’s Pray, Father, Son and Holy Spirit fill this place with your 
presence.  Still our minds from the cares of life.  Focus our thoughts on 
you, who you are, and what you want for us your kids. You have 
revealed that you are Light and in you there is no darkness at all. Teach 
us for the first time or as a reminder today that what we hide can 
control and devastate our lives, but whatever we expose to the light can 
be healed. In Jesus name we pray, Amen. 
 
In thinking about our topic for today I watched a number of YouTube 
videos of children, their faces smudged with chocolate, but when 
confronted by their parents asking if they had eaten any chocolate there 
were blatant denials. No, not me!  I didn’t have any! 
 
What is it about our human condition that makes us resist confession? 
 
How is that even when the surveillance cameras have clear, visual, 
undeniable evidence that a person stole the goods, how is it that the 
accused can still enter a plea of “not guilty?”   
 
Why not just confess the truth and then deal with the consequences? 
 
Were you at all surprised this morning with Jeff’s introduction? 
 He said, “Good morning, I’m Jeff and I’m a sinner.” 
 
That’s not our normal greeting.  
 That’s not the posture we choose. 
  That’s not the level of vulnerability we rush to emulate. 
 
But what would be different about church if that was how we regularly 
greeted one another?   
 
Why don’t we confess this reality? Maybe it’s because we too often 
think of the believing community the church as a fellowship of saints,  
more than we think of it as a fellowship of sinners.  
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In our clearest moments of self-awareness we are familiar with our 
failures and shortcomings.  But too often in the church we fail on one 
side or the other. We seek out the dirt on others, we mine for gossip of 
other’s failings so we can imagine ourselves better than reality. Or we 
beat ourselves up sure that we are the only ones who have failed and 
we live in shame alone with our sin. 
 
This is not a new problem.  From the first failure of humans we have 
had a bent, a tendency to not admit not own our sin. 
 
You remember the story of the fall.  Perfect in every way were Adam 
and Eve as they began life together in the Garden of Eden. But after 
they ate the forbidden fruit God came looking for them.  God is the one 
who seeks us, that hasn’t changed.   And when they finally are asked 
why they were hiding from God, they respond that it’s because they are 
naked.   And then when God asked if they had eaten the fruit, when he 
opens the door for a grand moment of confession what he gets is blame, 
passing the buck, deflecting of guilt.   
 
Adam doesn’t own his choice but instead says it wasn’t me it was the 
woman you gave me.  
And Eve doesn’t confess her choice but blames the serpent. 
             And by default they are blaming God. 
The moment of awareness of our failing is a moment fraught with 
vulnerability. We look in the mirror, we take any moment of serious 
self-evaluation and we may be very much in touch with our own 
failures and shortcomings, and we are fearful: 
—if people knew such and such about me they would reject me 
 —if people saw what I did 
  —if people understood my whatever they wouldn’t like me 
 
So our tendency is to make ourselves look just a bit better than reality. 
We tell the stories of when we were funny, or smart, or wise 
   We share our successes as if all we had were successes. 
And so too often we hide our mess.  And the reality is that what we 
hide we become.  It sticks to us. 
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Two weeks ago I preached about the first of our two expectations of 
each of us as members of the Hospital Church.  I said that, 
 
“To be authentic spiritually is to be real about where we are. To own 
our inadequacy, to freely admit our failings and faults, no need to 
pretend they aren’t there. And to be authentic spiritually is to give up 
on us and put all of our trust in Christ, Jesus is everything, Christ in 
you the hope of glory.” 
 
It is only when we are brave enough to explore the darkness will we 
discover the power of the light.  And the light exposes and heals and 
makes moving forward possible. 
 
Maybe that is why James 5:16 was written.  It says,  “Confess your 
sins, faults, mistakes, failings, to one another, and pray for each other 
that you may be healed.” 
 
This whole practice, this entire discipline is more foreign to us than it 
should be. In our hymnal there is no category for hymns of confession. 
Maybe it is in reaction to the idea of confessing to a priest and of 
getting absolution and then being assigned penance. Certainly in the 
great heritage of the Protestant Reformation we know of the abuses that 
were occurring within the priesthood, but it is important that while we 
reject the abuse we not lose the reality of what can be done for one 
another in the church. There is no doubt that we can come to new life in 
the cross without any human mediator. 
 
It was Jesus who seems to have clearly given his followers the 
authority to receive confession of sin and to forgive it in his name. 
 
In John 20:23  Jesus is speaking and he says, “If you forgive the sins of 
any, they are forgiven; if you retain the sins of any, they are retained.” 
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There is a priestly role for each of us to play with one another.  Last 
week Jeff reminded us that we are all priest, in fact according to 1 Peter 
2:9 a royal priesthood, and maybe one of those roles is to hear one 
another’s confession.  Just a few moments ago we heard, “Good 
morning I’m Jeff and I’m a sinner.” 
 
Dietrich Bonehoeffer wrote: A man who confesses his sins in the 
presence of a brother knows that he is no longer alone with himself.  He 
experiences the presence of God in the reality of the other person.  As 
long as I am by myself in the confession of my sins everything remains 
in the dark, but in the presence of a brother the sin has to be brought 
into the light.”  
 
The old Swedish Proverb says, “Shared joy is double joy, share sorrow 
is half a sorrow.”   
 Confession is for us to share a sorrow.   
  When we fail we are alone in our failure 
   When we sin we are alone in our sin 
     When we mess up we are alone in our mess 
       When we fall short of our ideal we are alone in our disappointment 
But when we confess the reality is there and when our friend, our 
fellow member, our prayer partner, our accountability partner hears our 
admission, our confession and tells us we are forgiven a new sense of 
release and freedom becomes ours and God is given greater access to 
transform our lives. 
 
I’ve seen it bring freedom and I’ve experienced the freedom. 
I have had people come to my office.  Maybe they didn’t come in their 
mind to confess, but that is what happened.  They spoke the 
unspeakable truth about themselves, I heard it, and I spoke into their 
lives that they are forgiven in Christ.  So forgiven that God tells us 
from his perspective it is like the mistake, the failure, the sin never 
occurred.  And when we hear “Your are forgiven” God’s voice 
speaking through that fellow human changes life.   
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There is only one mediator between God and humanity and that is Jesus 
Christ and on occasion we get to speak for him into one another’s lives. 
 
I few disciplines back we talked about solitude some call it the 
discipline of silence. Just the other day one of the workers from the 
Children’s Academy came over to use our fax machine. I was helping 
her to make sure it was working and after a few minutes of standing 
there sending her fax she commented that it was sure quiet here. A real 
contrast to the Children’s Academy.  Some of the workers will take 
their breaks over here sitting in the worship center or lobby to grab a 
moment of quietness, so I assumed she was relishing the moment, but 
as our conversation continued it was obvious that it was too quiet, quiet 
enough to cause some discomfort. 
 
Maybe one of the reasons we keep our ear buds in, or the radio on in 
the car, and the TV on at home, and avoid quiet time is the fear of what 
we might discover about ourselves in that pause.  But this is critical for  
us to grow.  There may not be anything more difficult than facing 
ourselves and the messes we make in our lives. 
 
Here’s the very practical reality about confession.  It is from the wise 
man Solomon in Proverbs 28:13  
“People who cover over their sins will not prosper.  But if they confess 
and forsake them, they will receive mercy.” 
 
There are moments of big confession. Times when, like in Alcoholics 
Anonymous we need to make a searching and fearless moral inventory 
of our lives.” What have we done wrong, where are our failures, 
mistakes, how have we hurt and disappointed others, what are “our” 
sins.   
 
And then comes AA step 5, “Admit to God, to ourselves, and to 
another human being the exact nature of our wrongs.” 
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There comes a bond a shared journey, in this confessing. The reality is 
we are all messed up and coming clean unites us in shared love-
acceptance-forgiveness and grace. 
 
Here are some guidelines to help in the practice of this discipline. 
 

1. Engage in an examination of conscience—a time where we 
place ourselves very intentionally under the gaze of God to seek 
to for him to show us areas that need forgiving and healing. 

This is where we are able to move from the general “I am a 
sinner” to the specificity of concrete sins.  Our childish prayers, 
“forgive me for all my sins and mistakes” to sort of cover the 
water front shifts under the gaze of God to specific moments of 
pride, lust, greed, anger, gluttony, sloth, adultery, murder, etc. 
 
Let God’s gaze, however, be sufficient. Be content with what is 
brought to mind, don’t worry if you can’t remember every 
missing of the mark. Let God reveal and trust he will reveal 
what you need to off load from your life through confession. 

 

2. Sorrow for sin is part of the confession.  Not some emotional 
feeling of sorrow, but chosen sadness at having commited the 
sin. As Foster puts it, “A deep regret at having offended the 
heart of the Father.’ 
 

3. And the third aspect of confession is the determination to avoid 
the sin. Even though the sin may tempt us to return, we simply 
are willing to be made willing and God will work in our lives 
for victory. 

In the end confession is sort of a combination of the two things we 
expect of all members—spiritual authenticity (being real telling the 
truth) and the priesthood of all believers, that we each are called to 
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minister and this may include hearing and keeping in confidence the 
confession of a fellow worshipper. 
 
Maybe its really just about a deliberate act of framing our life in an 
honest and open manner, accepting the truth of our life and not trying 
to cover things up.  Nathan Foster writes, “Maybe confession doesn’t’ 
just have to be a big thing we gear ourselves up for but can be a posture 
and a practice of living an open life with integrity and genuineness.” 
 
In my life there have been times of confession with an accountability 
partner that were important in my growing forward.  But much more 
are the many times, the daily opportunities to own my behavior, my 
choices, to say “I’m sorry.” To own and confess my failings.   
 
It was after Nathan had come to David and told him the story of the 
rich man with plenty of flocks of sheep and the poor man who had one 
little lamb he cared for and when the rich man had company he took the 
poor man’s sheep and served lamb chops. David was furious and 
wanted the man brought to justice, and Nathan said, “David, you are 
the man.” And David confessed to Nathan, “I have sinned against the 
Lord.” Nathan replied, Yes, but the Lord has forgiven you.”  
It was after that when David wrote Psalm 51: here are a few excerpts 
Have mercy on me, O God, because of your unfailing love.  
Because of your great compassion blot out the stain of my sins. 
Wash me clean from my guilt.  Purify me from my sins.  
For I recognize my shameful deeds—they haunt me day and night. 
…Purify me from my sins, and I will be clean 
Create in me a clean heart, O God, Renew a right spirit within me. 
 
Therefore confess your sins to each other and pray for each other that 
you may be healed. 
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Leader: We confess that we have preferred the comfort of easy 
answers, half-truths, and superficial relationships 
 
All: We ask to be discomforted so we realize the need for YOUR the 
peace of God to live deep in our hearts 
 
Leader: We confess that we have chosen to be blind to injustice, 
oppression, and exploitation of people  
and the earth you have created. 
 
All: We ask for a holy anger that drives us to work for justice, equity, 
and peace. 
 
Leader: We confess our eyes have been averted from those who suffer 
 
All: We ask that our eyes be filled with tears as our hands reach out to 
offer comfort 
 
Leader: We confess that we have been wise in our own eyes, preferring 
the safety of the status quo 
 
All: We ask for the passion to believe we can make a difference in our 
world, and by YOUR God’s grace, the  
ability to do the things which others say cannot be done.  
 
Leader: Amen 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There%is%a%human%tendency%to%veer%away%from%vulnerability.%%We%tend%to%want%to%
make%ourselves,%individually%and%in%groups,%look%just%a%bit%better%than%reality.%%The%
idea%of%exposing%our%failures%and%shortcomings%isn’t%terribly%attractive,%but%
terrifying.%%So%too%often%we%hide%the%real%us%from%one%another%and%instead%live%too%
much%the%lie.%%
%
In%contrast%to%our%fallen%human%nature,%James%5:16%advises%us,%““Confess%your%
sins%(faults,%mistakes,%failings)%to%one%another,%and%pray%for%each%other%that%you%
may%be%healed.”%And%Proverbs%28:13%says:%“People%who%cover%over%their%sins%will%
not%prosper.%But%if%they%confess%and%forsake%them,%they%will%receive%mercy.”%
%
A"child"of"the"light"confesses"instantly"and"stands"bared"before"God;"a"child"of"
the"darkness"says,"‘Oh,"I"can"explain"that"away.’”"""
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Oswald%Chambers%
%
%
  con·fes·sion   noun  k!n�feSH!n/ 
 

:%a%formal%statement%admitting%that%one%is%guilty%of%a%crime.%
%
This%discipline%is%the%way%of%vulnerability,%telling%the%truth%about%ourselves,%that%
leads%to%increased%selfRacceptance%and%living%a%genuine%life.%%%
%
I"wonder"if"confession"is"not"just"about"naming"our"wrongdoings"but"is"a"
deliberate"act"of"framing"our"life"in"an"honest"and"open"manner,"accepting"the"
truth"of"our"life"and"not"trying"to"cover"things"up.""
Maybe"confession"doesn’t"just"have"to"be"a"big"thing""
we"gear"ourselves"up"for"but"can"be"a"posture"and"a""
practice"of"living"an"open"life"with"integrity""
and"genuineness."
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Nathan%Foster%
% %



We%might%call%this%the%neglected%discipline.%%The%modus%operandi%of%our%current%
culture%is%more%likely%the%discipline%of%cover%up%and%plausible%deniability.%%
Regardless%of%the%evidence,%when%called%to%plead%guilty%or%not%guilty%to%a%crime,%
no%one%seems%to%be%willing%to%own%their%behavior%even%when%there%are%
surveillance%tapes%or%eye%witnesses—most%still%plead%“not%guilty.”%
%
Maybe%one%of%the%greatest%gifts%the%Christian%community%can%offer%our%world%
today%is%the%freedom%of%pleading%“guilty.”%%Of%course%to%do%so%would%mean%
moving%away%from%thinking%of%the%followers%of%Christ%as%a%fellowship%of%saints%to%
understanding%it%as%a%fellowship%of%sinners.%Regular%practice%of%this%discipline%of%
confession%would%enable%a%more%authentic%community%and%might%help%shake%off%
the%reputation%of%church%being%a%place%of%veiled%lies%and%hypocrisy.%
%
A%model%might%be%AA%(Alcoholics%Annonymous).%%We%might%simply%introduces%
ourselves%by%saying,%“Hi,%I’m_____%and%I’m%a%sinner.”%To%which%fellow%attenders%
would%respond%with,%“Hi,%_____.”%%Imagine%a%community%absent%of%selfR
justification%where%each%person%acknowledges%their%own%guilt%without%deception%
or%hypocrisy.%%It%is%in%the%practice%of%this%discipline%of%confession%that%we%become%
the%community%of%the%guilty%who%confess%and%whose%God%is%faithful%and%just%to%
set%us%right.%
%
“If"we"confess"our"sins"he"is"faithful"and"just"to"forgive"us"and"to"cleanse"us"
from"every"wrong.”!1!John!1:9!
%
Three%Elements%of%Confession%
%

1. Engage%in%an%examination%of%conscience—a%time%where%we%place%ourselves%
very%intentionally%under%the%gaze%of%God%to%seek%to%for%him%to%show%us%areas%
that%need%forgiving%and%healing.%

This%is%where%we%are%able%to%move%from%the%general%“I%am%a%sinner”%to%the%
specificity%of%concrete%sins.%%Our%childish%prayers,%“forgive%me%for%all%my%sins%
and%mistakes”%to%sort%of%cover%the%water%front%shifts%under%the%gaze%of%God%
to%specific%moments%of%pride,%lust,%greed,%anger,%gluttony,%sloth,%adultery,%
murder,%etc.%

%
Let%God’s%gaze,%however,%be%sufficient.%Be%content%with%what%is%brought%to%
mind,%don’t%worry%if%you%can’t%remember%every%missing%of%the%mark.%Let%God%
reveal%and%trust%he%will%reveal%what%you%need%to%off%load%from%your%life%
through%confession.%



2. Sorrow%for%sin%is%part%of%the%confession.%%Not%some%emotional%feeling%of%
sorrow,%but%chosen%sadness%at%having%committed%the%sin.%As%Foster%puts%it,%
“A%deep%regret%at%having%offended%the%heart%of%the%Father.’%

%
3. And%the%third%aspect%of%confession%is%the%determination%to%avoid%the%sin.%

Even%though%the%sin%may%tempt%us%to%return,%we%simply%are%willing%to%be%
made%willing%and%God%will%work%in%our%lives%for%victory.%

Ideas!for!parents!to!assist!children!in!practicing!this!discipline!
%
Model%a%life%of%confessing.%%This%means%that%while%as%parents%you%don’t%
necessarily%go%back%on%your%instruction%but%you%may%confess%you%your%children%
the%manner%in%which%you%said%something.%%When%in%the%“wrong”%openly%admit%it%
and%confess%your%fault.%%Also%when%appropriate%confess%as%spouses%in%front%of%the%
children.%
%
For%Younger%Kids:%

• Teach%how%our%actions%have%consequences%for%others%%
• When%“caught”%in%something%that%needs%confession%and%restitution%

move%quickly%to%lead%that%process%
• Role%play%with%the%kids%

For%Older%Kids:%

• Assist%kids%with%understanding%when%they%have%been%hurt,%bullied,%or%
offended.%%%

• Make%sure%your%kids%are%owning%up%to%their%actions%and%not%settling%of%
scores%with%retaliation.%

• Talk%about%news%stories%where%confession%might%have%been%good%
• Listen%to%their%reasoning%before%assigning%blame%or%expecting%ownership%

%
Confession"of"our"faults"is"the"next"thing"to"innocence."
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Publilius%Syrus%
% %



%
%

1. %What%is%a%story%of%confession%from%your%life?%

%

2. Why%do%you%think%we%resist%making%confession?%
%
%
%

3. What%is%it%about%confessing%our%sin%to%another%or%in%the%presence%of%
another%human%hard?%

%

4. What%good%do%you%imagine%coming%from%a%shared%confession?%
%
%
%

5. 1%John%1:9,%James%5:16,%Proverbs%28:13%all%speak%of%confession;%what%are%
the%lessons%you%get%from%these%verses?%

%

6. What%do%you%think%about%a%“sinners%anonymous”%church:%Hi%I’m%____%
and%I’m%a%sinner?%
%
%

7. How%do%you%want%to%practice%this%discipline%this%month?%


